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ABSTRACT. This paper presents a calculation procedure for assessing the
structural integrity of a masonry arch with non-horizontal springing
settlement. By applying the Principle of Virtual Work (PVW) to the deformed
arch system, the procedure proposed herein details the reaction forces and
thrust lines for each step of imposed settlement of the support. The procedure
can also be used estimate the final displacement that causes complete failure
of arch structural capacity.
The results of the analysis procedure were compared against those obtained
by experimental testing so as to validate the proposed calculation method.
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INTRODUCTION

A

ssessment of the structural integrity of masonry arch structures is highly important, as the arch represents the main
structural element of many existing constructions (bridges and buildings) both in Europe and around the world.
Consequently, the structural behaviour of masonry arches continues to be subject of scientific research. The first
modern studies on the structural behaviour of masonry arch structures were conducted by Heyman [1], who introduced
simplified hypotheses for the application of equilibrium limit analysis to assess the load-carrying capacity of such structures.
Heyman’s work gave rise to numerous subsequent studies that assessed the main aspects affecting the structural response
of masonry arches. In particular, recent studies have focused attention on the dynamic [2-6] and seismic behaviour [7-20]
of existing masonry arch structures.
One structural problem that has been rather neglected [21-24] in recent studies involves the behaviour of arches as a result
of imposed settlement to the supports. The behaviour of arches with horizontal settlement has been comprehensively
studied both by applying limit analysis [22-24] and through experimental testing [22]. Nonetheless, the structural behaviour
of masonry arches undergone a non-horizontal displacement of supports is still partially unexplored. The study of masonry
arch resistance to the imposed settlement of supports is important, as this type of stress can be found in existing structures.
For example, in masonry arch bridges, settlement of the arch supports may occur due to loss of load carrying capacity of
the subsoil. Another example is steel ties in historical buildings, used to counteract the horizontal trust of arch. If damaged,
these can be cause of settlement of arch springing.
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Referring to the main studies about horizontal displacement available in literature, Ochsendorf [22] analyzed the formation
of cracks of a masonry arch in relation to the horizontal thrust and the distinctive geometrical characteristics of the structure,
that are thickness t, radius R and angle of embrace β, through thrust line analysis. Coccia et al. [23] reviewed the Ochsendorf’s
work suggesting an innovative method in studying these phenomenons based on the implementation of kinematic theorem
to deformed configuration of the arch. In particular, they showed that the considered collapse configuration for the masonry
arch, then the position of the cracks, depend on the displacement imposed to the supports. Hence all the studies conducted
focused on the collapse mechanism for the horizontal displacement, the aim of this paper is to analyze others settlements
condition. In particular, an imposed displacement with two different direction components that are horizontal and vertical.
For these reasons, the purpose of this work is to amplify the already avaiable investigations in settlement springing of
masonry archs analyzing other settlement condition, to develop the arch behavior knowledge. Throughout limit analysis
and experimental testing, the structural behaviour of masonry arches subjected to a dk settlement of springing on an inclined
direction α of 45° (Fig. 1) is investigated.
Moreover, knowing that the cracks position in a collapse configuration may vary increasing the settlement, as already stated
throughout FEM and experimental analysis, this behaviour has been analyzed for a 45° direction settlement direction by
means of a Limit Analysis then compared with the field test.
The analysis procedure used to assess the thrust line and reaction forces of the springing will be described in detail for each
incremental displacement value dk, until reaching the condition of complete collapse of the arch. This procedure uses: i)
limit analysis in the hypotheses of significant arch displacements, and ii) analysis of thrust lines.
Following this, the results of experimental testing on a masonry arch with mortar joints subjected to one of two springings
incremental settlement (inclination equal to 45°) will be presented. As will be illustrated, the comparison of analytical results
and experimental results demonstrates the great predictive ability of the calculation model developed.
ANALYSIS OF MASONRY ARCHES WITH NON-HORIZONTAL SPRINGING SETTLEMENT

W

hen a masonry arch loses a degree of freedom (and may be displaced along a given direction α), a collapse
mechanism is created, with three cracking hinges (Fig. 1) and the thrust line within the form of the arch is
tangential to the edge at the three hinge points. This three-hinge mechanism is created as a result of small
movements along the α direction. Thus, assuming that the displacement in the α direction that triggers the collapse
mechanism is null, it is possible to: remove the constraint condition in direction α and replace it with an equivalent reaction
force Rα, 0 (Fig.1); define a three-hinge collapse mechanism and an associated field of virtual displacements (Fig. 1) and apply
PVW using Heyman’s hypotheses [1].
For an arch consisting of n blocks, assuming any initial position of hinges 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 1), it is possible to define the external
work of gravitational forces gi and the force Rα,0 as:
n

L e   g i   v i R ,0   s  x 0 , y 0   0

(1)

i 1

where:
gi is the gravitational force applied to each i-rigid block of the arch;
vi is the vertical virtual displacement due to gi applied to each i-rigid block of the arch.
s(X0, Y0) is the virtual displacement of the settled springing.
From (1), the value of the support reaction force Rα0 can be obtained, as follows:
n

R ,0 

 gi   vi
i 1

s  x 0 , y0 

(2)

Once the value of Rα0 is known, it is possible to: define the thrust line following the procedure shown in Zampieri et al 2016
[10], determine a new updated position of the three cracking hinges and apply PVW again. Repeating this process,
convergence is reached when the solution sought is both statically and kinematically admissible at the same time. This
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condition defines the positions (X1,0; Y1,0) (X2,0; Y2,0) (X3,0; Y3,0) of the three hinges of the collapse mechanism in the initial
configuration Ω0 corresponding (ideally) to zero settlement of the movable springing and the minimum reaction force Rα,0.
Subsequently, it is possible to apply a generic displacement dk of the movable springing along a generic direction at the initial
condition Ω0 and then reapply PVW to the new deformed configuration Ωk (the subscript k refers to the k-th increment of
displacement dk) in order to determine the updated value Rα,k of the reaction force in the α direction. Then a new thrust line
is defined, verifying whether the solution sought is statically and kinematically admissible (that is, the thrust line is contained
within the form of the arch and is tangential to the edge at the hinge points).

Figure 1: Virtual displacement diagrams in the initial configuration of the masonry arch.

Figure 2: Representation of the kinematic mechanism in the generic configuration displaced by Ωk.

Figure 3: Condition in which the hinges calculated in the k-1-th iteration do not coincide with the hinges in the k-th iteration
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If this condition is not verified, the hinge points (1, 2 and 3) are moved to the local maximum and minimum points of the
thrust line before applying PVW again. This procedure is reiterated until the thrust line condition is verified. It should be
emphasised that for a given displacement dk the hinges may not be correctly positioned (1, 2, 3) in relation to the
displacement in the previous step dk-1, but rather the hinge positions are updated (1 ‘, 2’, 3 ‘) as shown in Fig. 3. This
procedure can therefore assess (step-by-step) whether the collapse hinge positions have changed (Fig. 3) as the displacement
dk increases.
The procedure described is repeated for incremental values of dk and ends when the arch collapse condition is verified due
to alignment of the three crack hinges. Fig. 4 shows a flow chart of the algorithm described above.

Figure 4: Algorithm implemented.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

E

xperimental analysis was carried out on a masonry arch made of solid bricks bound with traditional mortar. A
plastic caisson was used in order to obtain a great geometrically regular element instead of using bricks without
mortar as in Ochsendorf [22] tests. The mortar employed for this experimental has low tensile property according
with the hypothesis assumed by Clemente [26]. The masonry arch was fixed to a steel frame with a movable springing along
a 45° direction (Fig. 5). This applied displacement system represents an innovative case never studied before by other
authors. The arch made from 37 bricks measuring 250 x 125 x 50 mm3 has a span length of 2281 mm, an arch rise of 585
mm and an embrace angle (β) equal to 107.356°. Fig. 5 shows the experimental test diagram and the graphical representation
of the mechanical system capable of applying an incremental displacement along an inclined direction of 45°, providing
instant-by-instant the imposed displacement value.

Results of experimental testing
During the test, images were continuously recorded that allowed the displacement imposed by the mechanical system to be
associated with the configuration of the arch collapse mechanism (Fig. 6). Specifically, in the images shown in Fig. 6, three
different collapse mechanism configurations can be identified for different values of displacement dk, as shown in the graph
in Fig. 9.
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All three initial cracking hinges were created at a displacement equal to 2.7 mm at joint 3, joint 18 and joint 34. During the
test, it was seen that up until a certain displacement of dk = 153.6 mm, the configuration of the hinges remained unchanged
(Fig. 7a) in relation to the initial configuration. At a displacement of 153.6 mm (Fig. 7b), hinge 3 shifted from position 34
to position 33, and hinges 1 and 2 remained unchanged. As the displacement increased, at 165.1 mm (Fig. 7c), hinge 1
instantly shifted from position 3 to position 7, hinge 3 instantly shifted from position 33 to position 30, and hinge 1 remained
unchanged. Following this, the configuration of the hinges remained unchanged until alignment of the three hinges at the
instant in which the arch collapsed (Fig. 7d).

Figure 5: Configuration of the specimen.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6: Collapse mechanism configuration of experimental arch specimen

COMPARISON BETWEEN LIMIT ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

U

sing the proposed calculation procedure, it was possible to analytically simulate the behaviour of the experimental
test. This section provides a comparison of the experimental results with the analytical results. In particular, the
images shown in Fig. 7 illustrate the four cracking hinge configurations extracted from the calculation program,
highlighting that the shifts in the position of the cracking hinges as displacement dk increases, found during the experimental
test, are also identified in limit analysis. This result is confirmed by analysis of the graph in Fig. 9a, which compares the
variation in the position of the cracking hinges (ni; i = 1,2,3) according to the displacement dk through comparison of the
four curves relating to experimental testing and four curves relating to limit analysis. Specifically, limit analysis allows four
different cracking hinge configurations to be identified:
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Configuration 1: n1=1 n2=18 n3=36; 0≤dk≤176
Configuration 2: n1= 4 n2=18 n3=35; 176≤dk≤189.2
Configuration 3: n1= 4 n2=18 n3=31; 189.2≤dk≤193.6
Configuration 4: n1=6 n2=18 n3=31; 193.6≤dk≤220

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7: Collapse mechanism configurations of limit analysis arch model

As can be deduced from the graph shown in Fig. 8, which compares the different hinge configurations obtained from
experimental testing against those obtained from limit analysis, the result of experimental testing and limit analysis do not
coincide perfectly. The discrepancies however can be considered acceptable and are attributable to intrinsic uncertainties in
the parameters that define the structural response of real structures:

Figure 8: Comparison of Configurations of cracking hinges carried out form. a) Limit Analysis and b) Experimental testing





uncertainties and/or irregularities in defining the geometry of the specimen [20]
irregularities due to masonry and mortar production processes
errors and uncertainties relating to how the test is conducted.
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It is interesting to observe from the graph in Fig. 9a that up to a displacement dk equal to approximately eighty percent of
the final displacement, the hinges remain unchanged in the final configuration. Their positions in fact change in a range of
displacements dk between eighty and ninety percent of the collapse displacement.
Fig. 9b shows the curve that correlates the displacement dk with the reaction force Rα,k, which increases continually and
exponentially up to the maximum displacement, at which point the tangent of the curve is vertical. It is also important to
note that the final displacement obtained from limit analysis is 14.7% higher than the displacement seen in experimental
testing (dotted line in Fig. 9b). If the intrinsic geometric irregularities of real arches were able to be taken into account in
the calculation procedure developed, the final displacement (in limit analysis) would most likely be closer to the value
obtained in experimental testing.

Figure 9: a) Position of hinges as a function of dk b) Capacity curve.

CONCLUSIONS

T

his paper examines the behaviour of a masonry arch subjected to settlement along a direction α. The innovation of
this paper lies in analyzing collapse mechanisms for the horizontal settlement condition, despite what other studies
have already considered. Other previous studies about horizontal settlement only led to a mechanism classification
introducing a FEM simulation analysis. This paper investigates on a different configuration, comparing the simulation in
terms of limit analysis and implementing the possibility of a varying collapse mechanism configuration.
Using the method of equilibrium limit analysis with the hypothesis of significant displacements, an algorithm is proposed
that uses PVW. The purpose was to analyse the thrust line and to identify the different positions of collapse hinges occured
on the arch, from the initial configuration corresponding to null displacement of the stringing, up to the final collapse
configuration. A real arch was built to conduct an experimental test by subjecting it to springing settlement along an inclined
direction of 45° until collapse. As the value of imposed displacement was increased, the various configurations of the
deformed arch were continuously recorded.
The results of the experimental test confirmed the reliability of the structural model developed. However, there were
discrepancies in the position of the cracking hinges under displacement. Such discrepancies can be attributed to the
geometrical irregularities of the arch and the inherent uncertainties in real structures.
In conclusion, as Fig.8 shows, the limit analysis induces the development of an additional crack at joint 6 in the fourth
collapse configuration contrary to what the experimental evidence shows, where the position of hinges is preserved for the
same configuration. As Fig. 9 shows, in the limit analysis the last displacement of the springing results greater compared to
experimental response. This is considered to be due to the fact that the cracks n1 and n2 are located between a different and
greater number of voussoirs compared to real case. Therefore, the alignment of the three hinges is verified in conjunction
with a greater last displacement. As already stated, this discrepancy can be reduced introducing an inherent uncertainties
factor.
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NOMENCLATURE

dk
dk-1
Δdk
Rα, 0
Rα,k
α
PVW
gi
vi
s(X0, Y0)
Ω0
Ωk
ST
KT
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Displacement of the settlement of the support on the current step;
Displacement of the settlement of the support on the previously step;
Different of the displacement between two next steps;
Reaction force in the α direction at the undamaged condition of the arch;
Reaction force in the α direction at the damage condition of the arch on the current step;
Direction angle of the settlement
Principe of the Virtual Work
Gravitational force applied to each i-rigid block of the arch;
Vertical virtual displacement due to gi applied to each i-rigid block of the arch;
Virtual displacement of the settled springing;
Initial configuration of the arch;
Configuration of the arch on the current step;
Static condition of the arch;
Kinematic condition of the arch.

